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Snap-on powers techs and lights up dark storage drawers with its strongest ever Roll Cab

KENOSHA, Wis. (June 29, 2020) – The new Snap-on KETP682A2PBO 68” 9-Drawer Double Bank EPIQ Series Stainless Steel PowerTop™ with LED Light is manufactured in Algona, Iowa with industry-leading firsts for maximum efficiency in the shop.

With the push of a button, the first-in-market LED lighted PowerTop™ directs light over tools and essentials stored in the nine drawers of this double bank EPIQ roll cab making it easy to locate tools and read socket sizes, especially on dark impact sockets. The LED light is mounted under the top in a protected aluminum extrusion with a clear polycarbonate lens for maximum visibility and durability and is dust and water resistant. The PowerTop™ is rimmed to keep tools in place and is equipped with a Snap-on exclusive design power strip of 10 staggered outlets and four 2.1 Amp USB ports, to keep tools and devices charged throughout the day.

This roll cab has three extra-wide drawers at the top that provide access to frequently used tools. The unit’s specially designed PowerDrawer™ offers dedicated space for storing and charging power tools with a built-in five outlet, two USB port power strip, and a 2” SpeeDrawer™ that features color matching dividers for the easy organization of small parts and fasteners.

This EPIQ has higher load capacity than competitors and features a combination of traditional corner gussets and standing seam construction with additional top, bottom and side support to create the strongest Snap-on® roll cab design. Flush finish drawers feature InPulse™ technology that are easier to close and won’t drift open.

Find out more information about the KETP682A2PBO 68” 9-Drawer Double Bank EPIQ Series Stainless Steel PowerTop™ with LED Light as well as other tools and products, by contacting your participating Snap-on franchisee or other representative, visiting www.snapon.com or calling toll-free 877-SNAPON-4 (877-762-7664).

About Snap-on Tools
Snap-on Tools is a subsidiary of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer and marketer of tools, equipment, diagnostics, repair information and systems solutions for professional users performing critical tasks. Products and services include hand and power tools, tool storage, diagnostics software, information and management systems, shop equipment and other solutions for vehicle dealerships and repair centers, as well as for customers in industries, including aviation and aerospace, agriculture, construction, government and military, mining, natural resources, power generation and technical education. Snap-on Tools is one of the largest non-food franchise companies in the world, selling its products and services through franchisee, company-direct, distributor and internet channels. Snap-on Incorporated, which was founded in 1920, is a $3.7 billion, S&P 500 company located in Kenosha, Wisconsin, with operations throughout the world. For additional information, visit www.snapon.com. # # #